MEDIA RELEASE
AMAYSIM RELIEVES AUSSIE HOUSEHOLDS FROM MOBILE PHONE BILLS BY
OFFERING NOT ONE, BUT TWO FREE MOBILE PHONE PLANS FOR A YEAR

Sydney, 4 June 2018 – amaysim, Australia’s first provider of simple home services, who
also brought us the $10 unlimited talk and text mobile plan, and the free nbn is now
further easing consumer frustration by offering Aussie households two 15GB Unlimited
mobile plans for a year for free (currently valued at $40 for 28 days, that is $1,040
annually), when switching their energy to one of amaysim’s eligible electricity, gas or
solar plans.
According to new research from amaysim, almost 3 in 5 (57%) of the population found
the process of managing different utilities time consuming.
Julian Ogrin, CEO of amaysim, said: “Our research shows that the time of having
different providers for your utilities is coming to an end. Australian consumers are
ready for the one provider that does it all. The free mobile offer demonstrates just one
of the benefits of consolidating your household services into the one provider. amaysim
reduces unnecessary stress and hassle from Australian households by creating simple
home services under the one roof. Time equals money and if there’s a better deal,
customers should take it!
“97% of Aussies use up to 15GB of data a month2, so we are confident our plan will
cover all their mobile needs. Switching to one of our energy plans and receiving two free
mobile plans for a year is a fantastic opportunity for couples and families to reduce
their household bills.”
amaysim has broadened its products and services beyond the traditional telco model
into a home service provider, with an amazingly simple customer experience. All services
feature no lock-in contracts, giving customers total flexibility with their decision.
This limited time offer is only available for ten days from 00:01am Monday 4th June until
11:59pm Wednesday 13 June 2018. For more information or to switch to amaysim, visit
amaysim.com.au/free-mobile.
MOBILE PLAN
•
•
•
•
•

15GB of data
Unlimited talk & text to standard numbers in Australia
Unlimited international to standard calls to 10 countries.
300 mins international standard calls to a further 22 countries.
RRP: $40/28 days

ENERGY PLAN
Pay-on-time discounts of usage and supply charges:

•

•

•

Electricity 4:
o QLD: 5%
o NSW: 8%
o VIC: 5%
o SA: 9%
Gas 4:
o NSW: 5%
o VIC: 5%
Solar 4:
o QLD: 5% and 14 cents retailer feed-in tariff
o NSW: 5% and 17 cents retailer feed-in tariff
o VIC: 5% and 18 cents retailer feed-in tariff
o SA: 5% and 20 cents retailer feed-in tariff

CONDITIONS
amaysim's energy plans are for new residential customers only and not available for all areas. For discount
information, please refer to our Energy Price Fact Sheets. All other conditions of the amaysim Energy
Market Terms & Conditions and relevant price fact sheet apply to the customer’s agreement with
amaysim. T&Cs, Fair Go policy & Critical information summaries apply. Promotion not redeemable for
cash. Limit one per new customer and not transferable. Full promotion T&Cs apply.
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About amaysim
mobile service provider, with over 1.1 million subscribers, now also provides home internet, energy
and devices to approximately 800,000 Australian homes. All amaysim products feature no lock-in
contracts, transparent pricing, and are built to deliver great customer experience, convenience
and outstanding value. At its core, amaysim is a technology-driven company, offering customers
DIY account management backed by award-winning, online-first customer support. The ultimate
home service simplifier, amaysim is removing the unnecessary hassle from everyday life by
bringing home services under one roof. For home services explained click here and for more about
amaysim visit www.amaysim.com.au.

